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SETTING THE ROTATION SPEED OF A 
ROTATING DISK MEMORY 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATION 

This is the US. National Stage of International Applica 
tion PCT/IB2003/001467 ?led Apr. 15, 2003 published 
under International Publication Number WO 03/096335 A1 
and claiming priority from European Patent Application 
Number 020101424 ?led May 13, 2002. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

The invention relates to a device comprising a disk drive 
for rotating a disk memory and at least one interface 
enabling a data How betWeen a disk memory rotated by the 
disk drive and at least one other module. The invention 
relates equally to a method for setting the rotation speed of 
a disk drive of such a device. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

It is Well knoWn from the state of the art that rotating disk 
based memories like hard disk drives (HDD) or optical disks 
are employed for storing data. Data can be Written into such 
a disk memory or read from such a disk memory While it is 
rotated by a disk drive of some device. Data that is to be 
stored in the rotating disk memory can be provided by some 
module internal or external to the device. Equally, a module 
internal or external to the device might require data that is 
stored in the rotating disk memory. Such modules can be 
connected to the rotating disk memory via an interface 
enabling a corresponding data How. 

In devices comprising different interfaces to a disk 
memory rotated by a disk drive, Which interfaces support 
different data rates, a buffer is required in order to be able to 
store data read from the rotating disk memory With a data 
rate exceeding the data rate supported by the sloWer inter 
faces. This buffer is usually realiZed as a non-volatile buffer. 

In particular With handheld devices Which are poWered by 
small batteries, it is necessary to keep the poWer consump 
tion as loW as possible in order to enable a long operation 
Without the need to exchange or recharge the battery. It is 
also desirable to keep the number and/or siZe of the com 
ponents of the device as small as possible, in order to be able 
to provide a small and light device for a maximum comfort 
for the user of the device and in order to minimiZe the costs 
of the device. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

It is primarily an object of the invention to enable a loW 
poWer consumption, While avoiding disadvantageous effects 
on the operation of the device. It is further an object of the 
invention to reduce the number or siZe of the components of 
the device. It is also an object of the invention to improve the 
comfort in using a device comprising a disk drive for 
rotating a disk memory. 

This object is reached on the one hand With a device 
comprising a disk drive for rotating a disk memory and With 
at least one interface enabling a data How betWeen a disk 
memory rotated by the disk drive and at least one other 
module. The proposed device further comprises means for 
setting the rotation speed of the disk drive based on an 
indication of the data rate supported by an interface of the 
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2 
device, Which interface is currently to be employed for 
enabling a data How betWeen the rotating disk memory and 
at least one other module. 
On the other hand, the object of the invention is reached 

With a method for setting the rotation speed of a disk drive 
of such a device. The proposed method comprises as a ?rst 
step determining a rotation speed for the disk drive based on 
an indication of the data rate supported by an interface of the 
device, Which interface is currently to be employed for 
enabling a data How betWeen the disk memory and at least 
one other module. In a second step of the proposed method, 
the rotation speed of the disk drive is then set to the 
determined rotation speed. 
The invention proceeds from the consideration that the 

effective data rate of the data read from or Written to a 
rotating disk memory relates to the rotation speed of the disk 
memory, and that therefore, it is possible to achieve an 
optimal co-operation betWeen a rotating disk memory and an 
interface, if the respective rotation speed is adapted to the 
capabilities of the employed interface. The effective data 
rate of the disk memory can be adjusted in particular such 
that it is alWays close to the effective data rate of the 
currently employed interface. 

It is an advantage of the invention that it results in a loWer 
poWer consumption While employing interfaces supporting 
only a loW data rate. This leads to a longer battery use time. 
At the same time, it is ensured that interfaces supporting a 
high data rate, e.g. Wired interfaces, can be used for data 
transmissions With this high data rate. 

It is moreover an advantage of the invention that it 
minimiZes the need for buffer space, since With an adjusted 
rotation speed, it is no longer necessary to buffer data read 
from the disk memory for sloW interfaces. The invention 
therefore eliminates the need for a non-volatile buffer. This 
alloWs for the removal of one component from the system 
and thus to reduce the cost and siZe of the device. A volatile 
cache Will be sufficient for handling irregularities in the data 
traffic. 

Finally, it is an advantage of the invention that it provides 
a neW freedom in the design of signal-processing algo 
rithms, Where the same softWare and hardWare can be 
employed in different embodiments of a communication 
device according to the invention. This leads to further 
savings in cost, siZe and complexity. For example, the same 
softWare and/or hardWare for controlling the disk memory 
can be used for devices comprising only a sloW interface, for 
devices comprising only a fast interface and for devices 
comprising sloW and fast interfaces, since in each case the 
rotation speed is adjusted automatically to the optimum 
value for the respectively used interface. In case the device 
has both a sloW and a fast interface the disk memory Will be 
operated at tWo speeds, a high speed resulting in a high data 
rate for the fast interface, in order to improve the usability, 
and a loW speed resulting in a loW data rate for the sloW 
interface, in order to decrease the poWer consumption. 
A device according to the invention comprising only a 

single interface can be considered to constitute a special case 
of the general embodiment With multiple interfaces. A 
device With a single interface has the advantage that its 
hardWare can be realiZed in a particularly simple Way, and 
that the required overhead of transmissions can be much 
smaller. Further, it is possible to optimiZe the energy 
required much better, since the speed of the drive does not 
have to be changed. 
The disk memory that is rotated by the disk drive of the 

device can be for example a hard disk drive or an optical 
disk. 
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At least one interface of the device can be a Wired 
interface or a Wireless interface. A Wired interface, eg a 
USB (Universal Serial Bus) interface, Will usually be faster 
than a Wireless interface, like a BluetoothTM interface. It is 
to be noted that USB and BluetoothTM are only exemplary 
interfaces. The invention can equally be employed With any 
other interface. 

The indication of the data rate supported by the respective 
interface can be provided to the means for adjusting the 
rotation speed, eg by an indication of the type of the 
interface for Which the supported data rate is knoWn. The 
means for adapting the rotation speed of the disk memory 
may comprise in particular a servo driver controlling the 
rotation speed of the disk drive. 

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the rotation 
speed of the disk memory is varied by a servo driver 
according to a rotation pro?le Which is either de?ned by 
softWare or hard-coded into the servo driver. The rotation 
pro?le associates a respective indication of the data rate 
supported by an interface to a respective rotation speed to be 
employed for a disk memory. In case a softWare external to 
the servo driver is employed, the softWare forWards the 
determined rotation speed to the servo driver for adjusting 
the rotation speed of the disk drive. 

In one special embodiment of the invention, all possible 
applications for Which a data How may be desired are 
divided into a plurality of classes, based on the data-rate 
requirements of the respective application. The class of the 
respective application is then taken into account in addition, 
When determining the rotation speed. Preferably, the appli 
cations are divided into 2-3 classes, and the disk speed is set 
accordingly to one of 2-3 different values depending on the 
class of the particular running application. This embodiment 
of the invention can be implemented in a variety of Ways. In 
a ?rst possible implementation, the required class informa 
tion is included as an extra ?eld in a ?le allocation table. In 
a second possible implementation, a mirror copy of a ?le 
allocation table is created in a non-volatile memory, Which 
memory holds the normal ?le allocation table data in addi 
tion to a ?eld associating the ?les to a respective class. The 
mirror ?le allocation table is then used to access the data. 
The mirror ?le allocation table and the actual ?le allocation 
table have to be kept synchronized. In a third possible 
implementation, the required class information is derived 
from ?le attributes, When the system receives the command 
to access a ?le, eg the ?le extension. The other module or 
modules connected to the disk memory via an interface can 
either be comprised in a device according to the invention, 
or be external to such a device. 

The device and the method according to the invention 
may support a one-to-one connection, i.e. a connection 
betWeen the device and one other module, or a one-to-many 
connection, i.e. a connection betWeen the device and several 
other modules. It is an advantage of a device and a method 
realiZing a one-to-one connection that they Will be signi? 
cantly simpler. 

The device can further be a stand-alone system or part of 
a larger system, like a mobile phone. In the latter case, a 
connection possibility for other components of the system to 
the device Will usually be required, in order to enable 
communications Within the system. 

The most simple realiZation of the invention is achieved 
With a stand-alone device comprising only a single interface 
Which is employed exclusively for one-to-one connections. 

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, a queue 
control algorithm is used to optimiZe the usage of the disk 
memory. For example, it Would be disadvantageous to 
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4 
sWitch rotation speeds quickly, since this requires much 
energy. Therefore, it is proposed to employ a queue control 
algorithm for grouping those operations together Which 
require the same speed. This should be balanced against the 
user Wait times, in Which such a grouping can result. Another 
approach could be to arrange data transfers concerning the 
same module in a consecutive order in the queue. 

In devices comprising only a single interface, there is no 
need for queue-control algorithms to optimiZe the energy, 
since the energy is alWays the same. HoWever, even in this 
case there could be a queue control to handle requests that 
have different urgencies. 
The queue control algorithm can also be simpli?ed for a 

device comprising a plurality of interfaces, in case there is 
a restriction that only one interface can operate at a time. 
Such a restriction Would avoid the need to group transmis 
sions requiring the same speed together. The most ?exible 
queuing algorithm has thus three modes, a BT-only mode, an 
USB-only mode and a joint BT and USB mode. All the other 
softWare can be shared in the three modes. 
The device according to the invention can be any device 

that enables the use of a rotating disk memory. The invention 
is of a particular advantage for handheld devices like mobile 
terminals. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES 

Other objects and features of the present invention Will 
become apparent from the folloWing detailed description 
considered in conjunction With the accompanying draWings, 
Wherein: 

FIG. 1 schematically shoWs the physical architecture of a 
system comprising an embodiment of the device according 
to the invention; 

FIG. 2 illustrates logical ?oWs for reading of data from a 
disk memory in an embodiment of the device according to 
the invention comprising multiple interfaces; 

FIG. 3 illustrates logical ?oWs for Writing data to a disk 
memory in an embodiment of the device according to the 
invention comprising multiple interfaces; and 

FIG. 4 illustrates the logical ?oWs in an embodiment of 
the device according to the invention comprising a single 
interface. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

FIG. 1 shoWs a system comprising an embodiment of a 
device according to the invention and tWo modules con 
nected to the device. The device can be for example a mobile 
terminal of a ?rst user, and the modules can be mobile 
terminals of other users. 
The device comprises a disk drive 1 for rotating a rotating 

disk memory. The disk drive 1 is controlled by servo drivers 
2, arm drivers 3 and R/W (read/Write) drivers 4. The servo 
drivers 2 control the rotation speed of the disk drive 1, While 
the arm drivers control read/Write heads used for reading 
data from and Writing data to a rotating disk memory. The 
R/W drivers 4 control the actual reading of data from a disk 
memory and Writing data to a disk memory. Servo drivers 2, 
arm drivers 3 and RJW drivers 4 are further connected to 
system and Energy Management chip or chips 5. The 
operational mode of the connection betWeen the servo 
drivers 2 and the system and EM chip 5 can be “sleep”, 
“idle”, “seek”, or “rotating”. The operational mode of the 
connection betWeen the arm drivers 3 and the system and 
EM chip 5 can be “sleep”, “idle” or “seeking”. The opera 
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tional mode of the connection between the R/W drivers 4 
and the system and EM chip 5 can be “sleep”, “idle” or 
“R/W”. 

The system and EM chip 5 comprises an energy manage 
ment (EM) part 6, a microcontroller unit (MCU) 7, a random 
access memory (RAM) 8 and a nonvolatile memory (NVM) 
9, eg a ?ash memory. 

The EM part 6 provides a Wireless interface for connect 
ing modules supporting BluetoothTM to the device and a 
USB interface for connecting modules via USB to the 
device. In FIG. 1, a BluetoothTM component 10 is connected 
to the device via a BluetoothTM driver 11 included in the 
BluetoothTM component 10. Further, a second module 12 
comprising a USB slot is connected to the device via a USB 
driver 13 included in the second module 12. The operational 
mode of the connection betWeen the EM part 6 and the 
BluetoothTM component 10 can be “sleep”, “monitor” or 
“RX/TX” (receiving/transmitting). The same operational 
modes are available for the connection betWeen the EM part 
6 and the USB module 12. 
The MCU 7 constitutes processing means controlling the 

data How betWeen a disk memory rotated by the disk drive 
1 and modules 10, 12 connected to the system and EM chip 
5 via the BluetoothTM interface or the USB interface. 

The system and EM chip 5 is moreover connected to a 
non-volatile buffer 14, Which is depicted in FIG. 1 With 
dotted lines. Also the connection of the buffer 14 to the 
system and EM chip 5 is depicted With a dotted line. The 
dotted lines indicate that the buffer 14 is either extremely 
small or even missing. The operational mode of the con 
nection betWeen the system and EM chip 5 and the buffer 14, 
if present, can be “sleep” or “ready”. 

Finally, the system and EM chip 5 is connected for their 
poWer supply to a battery 15. The operational mode of this 
connection can be “o?‘”, “sleep” or “full poWer”. The battery 
15 can be removable or ?xed to the device. The battery 15 
can be connected to an external charger 16 for recharging the 
battery 15. The operational mode of the connection betWeen 
the battery 15 and the charger 16 can thus be either “o?‘” or 
“charging”. 

In case the device is a mobile terminal as suggested 
above, additional components of the mobile terminal pref 
erably connect to the system and EM chips 5 of the device 
for enabling communications Within the mobile terminal. 
Such a connectivity is not required in a case Where the 
device is a stand-alone device provided exclusively for 
providing an access to the disk drive 1. 

Logical ?oWs occurring during the operation in an 
embodiment of the device according to the invention are 
illustrated in more detail in FIGS. 2 to 4. 

FIGS. 2 and 3 relate to the operation of a device com 
prising multiple interfaces. It Will be assumed in the fol 
loWing that this device corresponds to the embodiment of 
FIG. 1. FIG. 2 illustrates the reading of data from a disk 
memory and FIG. 3 the Writing of data into a disk memory. 
The depicted components and connections are identical in 
FIGS. 2 and 3. HoWever, different inactive or Waiting 
connections are indicated in both ?gures With different 
dotted lines. 

In the embodiment of FIGS. 2 and 3, the device comprises 
a BluetoothTM interface With a transmitting unit BT TX 21 
and a receiving unit BT RX 22 and moreover a Wired USB 
interface With a receiving unit USB RX 24 and a transmit 
ting unit USB TX 25. Both interfaces are provided by the 
EM part 6 of the system and EM chip 5 in FIG. 1. 

The different receiving and transmitting units 21, 24 and 
22, 25 are connected to the MCU 7 of the system and EM 
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6 
chip 5 of FIG. 1. The MCU 7 is used for controlling the 
tra?ic betWeen a disk memory and the different interfaces. A 
non-volatile memory 26 constituting a ?le system is equally 
connected to the MCU 7. The memory 26 can be part of the 
RAM 8 or the NVM 9 in FIG. 1 and comprises a ?le system. 
The ?le system includes a ?le system table Which constitutes 
basically a ?le allocation table (FAT) Which enables the 
device to communicate With the disk drive 1. 
An output of the MCU 7 is connected to a queue 23. 

Outputs of the queue 23 are connected to the MCU 7 and to 
servo and arm drivers 2, 3 controlling the disk drive 1. The 
disk memory rotated by the disk drive 1 is further connected 
via an R/W driver 4 to the MCU 7. 

Queuing is necessary, since the Wireless interface may be 
too sloW to accommodate all data requests immediately. In 
this embodiment, the maximum bandWidth is reserved for 
the data-transmitting route to one module, While the other 
modules are alloWed to use only enough bandWidth to 
transmit read/Write commands. This is one of the key factors 
causing an overhead in the transmissions via the air inter 
face. Since the overhead may not be exactly constant, it may 
further be necessary to be able to vary the rotation speed a 
little bit also for a given interface. 

In case the device is a mobile phone as suggested above, 
additional components of the mobile phone may be con 
nected to the system and EM chips 5 of FIG. 1 for required 
communications speci?cally via the ?le system 26. 
When read/Write commands are received from modules 

via the receiving unit 22, 24 of one of the interfaces, the 
MCU checks With the ?le system table 26, from Which place 
in the disk memory requested data has to be read, or to Which 
place in the disk memory data provided by a module should 
be Written. 

In the queue 23, information is associated to each read/ 
Write command received from connected modules. The 
information comprises an indication of the type of the 
respectively used interface, an identi?cation of the respec 
tive module in multiuser protocols, an R/W ?ag, an indica 
tion of Where to start reading or Writing and, optionally, an 
indication of Where to stop reading or Writing in the disk 
memory. The R/W ?ag indicates Whether the command is a 
read command, identi?ed in the ?gure by an “R”, or a Write 
command, identi?ed in the ?gure by a “W”. Since only one 
module at a time can be connected to the device via the USB 
interface, an identi?cation of such a module is not required. 
This information is provided by the MCU 7 according to 
commands received via one of the interfaces and according 
to the information retrieved from the ?le system table 26. 

In the presented embodiment, the respective information 
that Was ?rst provided to the queue 23 is also ?rst retrieved 
from the queue 23. 

In FIG. 2, the currently retrieved information indicates 
that the concerned interface is a BluetoothTM interface “BT”, 
that the information relates to a module With an identi?ca 
tion number “2”, and that data is to be read “R” from a disk 
memory from place “AAOO” to place “AAFF”. The retrieved 
indication of the type of the interface and the identi?cation 
of the module is transmitted to the MCU 7. The indication 
of the type of the interface is also provided together With the 
R/W ?ag and the start and stop information to the servo and 
arm drivers 2, 3. The servo drivers 2 translate the received 
indication of the type of the concerned interface to an 
associated rotation speed, ie to a rotation speed matched to 
the data rate supported by the BluetoothTM interface. This 
speed is loWer than the rotation speed associated to the USB 
interface. In order to be able to translate an indication of the 
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type of an interface to a speci?c rotation speed, the servo 
driver 2 may comprise a hard-codes rotation pro?le de?ning 
corresponding relations. 

The servo and arm drivers 2, 3 control the rotation speed 
of the disk drive 1 and the position of the read/Write heads 
in accordance With the determined rotation speed. The R/W 
driver 4 controls a reading of data With a corresponding data 
rate from place “AAOO” to place “AAFF” from a disk 
memory rotated by the disk drive 1 and provides the read 
data to the MCU 7. With the indication of the concerned type 
of interface and of the concerned module, the MCU 7 is able 
to correctly initiate a transmission of the received data 
stream to module 2 via the transmission unit BT TX 21 of 
the BluetoothTM interface. Since the data rate With Which the 
data is received from the disk memory corresponds basically 
to the data rate supported by the BluetoothTM interface, a 
further storing of the read data is not required. 

In FIG. 3, the next set of information is retrieved from the 
queue 23. This information indicates that the concerned 
interface is again a BluetoothTM interface “BT” and that the 
information relates again to a module With an identi?cation 
number “2”. In this case, hoWever, data that Will be provided 
by module 2 is to be Written “W” into the disk memory 
beginning at place “BBBB”. The indication of the type of the 
interface and the identi?cation of the module is transmitted 
again to the MCU 7. Further, the indication of the type of the 
interface is provided together With the R/W ?ag and the start 
information to the servo and drivers 2, 3. The servo drivers 
2 translate the received indication of the type of the con 
cerned interface again to an associated rotation speed, as 
described With reference to FIG. 2. 

The MCU 7 receives data from module 2 via the BT RX 
22 in accordance With the information received from the 
queue 23 and provides the data to the R/W driver 4. 

The servo and arm drivers 2, 3 control meanWhile the disk 
drive 1 in accordance With the determined rotation speed. 

The R/W driver 4 controls a Writing of the received data 
into a disk memory rotated by the disk drive 1 beginning at 
place “BBBB” With a data rate corresponding to the rotation 
speed set by the servo driver 2. 

FIG. 4 shoWs logical ?oWs in a stand-alone device Which 
comprises only a BluetoothTM interface and Which is 
designed in a particularly simple Way. It Will be assumed in 
the folloWing that this device corresponds basically to the 
embodiment of FIG. 1, but does not comprise a USB 
interface. The BluetoothTM interface includes a receiving 
unit BT RX 41 and a transmitting unit BT TX 42. Via this 
interface, one or more BluetoothTM modules may be con 
nected to the device. The receiving unit 41 is connected to 
the input of a queue 43. The queue 43 may be contained for 
example in the RAM 8 of the device of FIG. 1. The output 
of the queue 43 is connected to the servo and arm drivers 2, 
3 of FIG. 1. The servo and arm drivers 2, 3 are connected as 
in FIG. 1 to the disk drive 1 of the device. The disk drive 1 
is equally connected to an R/W driver 4, as in FIG. 1. The 
output of the queue 43 is further connected together With the 
R/W driver 4 to the transmitting unit 42. 

In the queue 43, information is stored in accordance With 
the read/Write commands received from connected modules 
via the receiving unit 41. First, the device requires a unique 
identi?cation for each module sending read/Write com 
mands. Therefore, the information in the queue 43 com 
prises an identi?cation of the respective module providing 
such a command, eg the user ID. In FIG. 4, a speci?c 
identi?cation is only depicted for the ?rst tWo entries in the 
queue, for the other three entries the identi?cation is repre 
sented by blank space. The information further comprises an 
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8 
R/W ?ag for indicating Whether the command is a read 
command “R” or a Write command “W”. In case of a read 

command, the information comprises as Well an indication 
of Where to start and stop reading from the disk memory. In 
case of a Write command, the information comprises instead 
an indication of Where to start and stop Writing into the disk 
memory. 
As in the embodiment of FIGS. 2 and 3, the maximum 

bandWidth is reserved for the data-transmitting route to one 
module, While the other modules are alloWed to use only 
enough bandWidth to transmit read/Write commands. 
The respective information that Was ?rst provided to the 

queue 43 is also ?rst retrieved from the queue 43. In the 
presented example, the currently retrieved information indi 
cates that it relates to “module 2”, and that information is to 
be read “R” from place “AAOO” to place “AAFF” of a disk 
memory. The identi?cation of the module is transmitted to 
the transmitting unit 42, While the R/W ?ag and the start and 
stop information is provided to the servo and arm drivers 2, 
3, Which controls the rotation speed of the disk drive 1 and 
the position of the read/Write heads. The rotation speed of 
the disk drive 1 is set more speci?cally such that the 
resulting effective data rate for reading data from or Writing 
data to the rotating disk memory is matched to the data rate 
supported by the BluetoothTM interface. The required rota 
tion speed may be indicated eg by some softWare imple 
mented in the device to the servo and arm drivers 2, 3. In 
case the data rate required for the BluetoothTM interface is 
knoWn and ?xed, it may be stored for instance in the 
hardWare (ASIC) of the device or in the NVM 9 of the 
system and EM chips 5 in FIG. 1. 
The R/W driver 4 controls a reading of data from place 

“AAOO” to place “AAFF” from the rotated disk memory 
With a corresponding data rate and provides it to the trans 
mitting unit 42. With the indication of the concerned module 
received directly from the queue 43, the transmitting unit 42 
is able to transmit the received data stream correctly to this 
module 2. 

The device employed for the operations described With 
reference to FIG. 4 can be a particularly simple device. All 
information required for a data transfer is comprised in the 
BluetoothTM modules connecting to the device. The con 
nected modules knoW in particular the contents of the disk 
memory and its structure. The device does not even have to 
comprise the MCU 7 depicted in FIG. 1. This approach thus 
minimiZes the required components and the complexity of 
the device according to the invention. 

As mentioned above, the rotation speed of the disk drive 
1 is alWays set such that-the effective data rate for reading 
data from or Writing data to a rotating disk memory is 
matched to the data rate supported by the currently 
employed interface. The maximum data rate B in bit/ s on the 
air interface is knoWn. The maximum data rate of a disk 
memory is much higher, but for a Wireless transmission such 
as for BluetoothTM, its effective data rate BD is set according 
to the invention close to B. More exactly, it is set to k*B, 
Where k is slightly larger than 1 to accommodate overhead 
in the BluetoothTM interface. It is to be noted that k Will be 
larger for one-to-many protocols than for one-to-one proto 
cols, since the multiuser protocol needs more overheads. 

Note that in some cases, the overhead value k may not be 
exactly constant even for a given interface. It may vary for 
example With the number of attached modules in a Blue 
toothTM-based system. If possible, this should be avoided in 
the air interface by alWays using the smallest bandWidth for 
data transmission, even if the overhead is not needed. 
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However, even if this is impossible, this results only in 
small perturbations around the average value of the rotation 
speed 00. The simplest Way to handle this problem is to 
recalculate k at regular intervals With a frequency much 
loWer than the bandWidth frequency. In the case of Blue 
toothTM, k could be recalculated for example once a second. 
If the value of k has changed appreciably, then the rotation 
speed can be changed accordingly. HoWever, by default such 
changes should be avoided, since acceleration and decelera 
tion of the disk require the maximum amounts of energy. In 
general, it is preferable to set k to the minimum expected 
value, i.e. the HDD transmits data at a rate that is smaller 
than the maximum rate of the air interface. Filler bits may 
be needed in this case to achieve the correct air transmission 
speed. Although this Will result in sub-optimal speeds in the 
air interface, the poWer savings are considerable. The value 
of k can also be set to the average expected value, but this 
requires a larger buffer, since at times the HDD may transmit 
more bits than the air interface can transmit. 

It Will noW be shoWn that such an approach minimiZes the 
poWer consumption of the system. 

For the disk drive, the data rate is given by sIOmr, Where 
(I is the number of bits per millimeter on the surface of the 
disk memory, Where no is the rotation speed of the disk 
memory, and Where r is the radius at Which the read head is 
located. r is assumed to be constant in the folloWing calcu 
lations. 

The poWer consumption is given in general by PIZaZ-(DW), 
Where i is an index, running, in theory, from 1 to in?nity, 
Where al- is a coef?cient assigned to a respective index i, and 
Where k(i) approximates the energy function. k(i) is typi 
cally, but not alWays, equal to i. More speci?cally, this 
approximation is usually valid for a close to steady state 
operation, although it may not be valid for the spin-up and 
spin-doWn phases, in Which several non-linearities occur. If 
k(i):i, then k(i) is the Taylor series that approximates the 
energy function. 

The length L of a data ?le can be put into relation to the 
data rate s and the reading time T, and thus to the rotation 
speed 00 and the reading time T, by the equations 
LIsTIOwrT. The energy required for this data ?le is then 

since P is not dependent on time. While usually k(i) is equal 
to i, some of the k(i) values could also be fractional. It is for 
instance possible that for some speci?c system, the energy is 
best approximated by an equation like E:2.l *uu2+0.7*uuO'7. 
In order to ?nd the exact uu-energy pro?le of a system, it is 
necessary to use empirical estimates or calculations. 

In a typical case, one component of the series dominates 
P (usually i:k(i):2), leading to the approximation 
El/E2zuul/uu2. The poWer consumption scales as the square, 
but the total expended energy scales according to the pre 
ceding relation, since the sloWer read mode also uses more 
time. Thus, it becomes apparent that decreasing the rotation 
speed greatly reduces the energy consumption of the system. 

Strictly speaking, it is necessary for E(u)) to be mono 
tonically increasing, Which is the case for any normal 
system. There may be theoretical systems that have some 
type of gear system, in Which the energy might actually 
locally decrease over some small range of 00. However, any 
such system can be described by the above equation for the 
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10 
energy, and does not change the fundamental idea. In theory, 
if the u) for a given B happens to fall Within this falling 
range, it Would be possible to optimiZe the energy by 
increasing_u) slightly so that it reaches the local minimum 
00. HoWever, this means that the disk data rate becomes 
larger than the air data rate, Which requires the use of a larger 
buffer. The required siZe of the buffer can in theory be 
estimated from S:<OT>*[u)-uu], Where the <OT> is a sta 
tistical estimate of the length of time that Would be spent in 
this mode (overshoot time). This time depends on expected 
clip siZe distributions etc. In practice, such cases are so rare 
that there is no point in adding this complexity and extra 
buffering to the system. 
The equation presented for the determination of energy E 

covers all cases, except those Where there is hysteresis. Even 
in the case of hysteresis, it is possible to use the presented 
equation by Writing al- in the sum as a function of time, and 
possibly also of u), i.e. as aZ-Iai (u),t). In this case, it is not 
possible to determine analytically hoW much poWer is saved 
by the proposed method. Nor is it easily possible to deter 
mine Whether there are local minima of u) as mentioned 
above. HoWever, even When this is possible, the task of 
estimating the buffer siZe becomes essentially impossible 
analytically. Thus, hysteresis Will have an effect on-the 
amount of poWer savings, but even in this case the simple 
algorithm described above gives the best average poWer 
savings for the least complexity and the smallest system 
(buffer) siZe. 
As mentioned above, the data rate of the air interface is B 

bit/s, and the bit rate of the disk memory BD is set for a 
transmission via the air interface to BD:k*B. The rotation 
speed 00 required for achieving this data rate BD can be 
calculated according to the above equations to: 

It is to be noted that the described embodiments constitute 
selected ones of a variety of possible embodiments of the 
invention. 

The invention claimed is: 
1. Device comprising 
a disk drive for rotating a disk memory; 

at least tWo interfaces enabling a data How betWeen a disk 
memory rotated by said disk drive and at least one other 
module; and 

means for setting a rotation speed of said disk drive based 
on an indication of a data rate supported by one of said 
at least tWo interfaces of said device, Which interface is 
for current employment in enabling a data How 
betWeen said rotating disk memory and at least one 
other module. 

2. Device according to claim 1, Wherein said indication of 
a supported data rate is given by an indication of a type of 
said interface Which is currently to be employed for enabling 
a data How betWeen said rotating disk memory and at least 
one other module. 

3. Device according to claim 1, Wherein said means for 
setting the rotation speed of said disk drive comprise a servo 
driver for controlling the rotation speed of said disk drive, 
and Wherein said means for setting the rotation speed of said 
disk drive further comprise softWare for associating a 
respective indication of a supported data rate to a respective 
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rotation speed of said disk drive, Which associated rotation 
speed is employed by said servo driver for controlling said 
disk drive. 

4. Device according to claim 1, Wherein said means for 
setting the rotation speed of said disk drive comprise a servo 
driver controlling the rotation speed of said disk drive, 
Wherein said servo driver comprises a hard-coded rotation 
pro?le for translating received indications of a supported 
data rate to a respective rotation speed of said disk drive, and 
Wherein a rotation speed determined based on said hard 
coded rotation pro?le is for employment by said servo driver 
for controlling said disk drive. 

5. Device according to claim 1, Wherein said means for 
setting the rotation speed of said disk drive set said rotation 
speed based in addition on a class of an application for 
Which said data How is required, each possible application 
being associated to one of at least tWo different classes. 

6. Device according to claim 1, Wherein said at least tWo 
interfaces comprise an interface enabling a connection of 
one other module at a time, or an interface enabling a 
connection of a plurality of other modules at a time. 

7. Device according to claim 1, Wherein said at least tWo 
interfaces comprise a Wired interface, a Wireless interface, or 
both. 

8. Device according to claim 1, Wherein said at least one 
other module is comprised in said device. 

9. Device according to claim 1, Wherein said at least one 
other module is external to said device. 

10. Device according to claim 1, Wherein said disk 
memory is a hard disk drive or an optical disk. 

11. Device according to claim 1, Wherein said device is a 
handheld terminal. 

12. Method for setting a rotation speed of a disk drive of 
a device, Which disk drive rotates a disk memory, Wherein at 
least tWo interfaces of said device enable a data How 
betWeen said rotating disk memory and at least one other 
module, said method comprising: 

determining a rotation speed for said disk drive based on 
an indication of a data rate supported by one of said at 
least tWo interfaces of said device, 

Which interface is for current employment in enabling a 
data How betWeen said disk memory and at least one 
other module; and 

setting the rotation speed of said disk drive to said 
determined rotation speed. 

13. Method according to claim 12, Wherein said indication 
of a supported data rate is given by an indication of a type 
of the respective interface. 
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14. Method according to claim 12, Wherein said rotation 

speed is determined based in addition on the class of the 
application for Which said data How is required, each pos 
sible application being associated to one of at least tWo 
different classes. 

15. A device comprising: 
a disk drive con?gured to rotate a disk memory; 
at least tWo interfaces con?gured to enable a data How 

betWeen said disk memory rotated by said disk drive 
and at least one other module; and 

a controller con?gured to set a rotation speed of the disk 
drive based on an indication of a data rate supported by 
one of said at least tWo interfaces of the device that is 
currently employed to enable data How betWeen said 
rotating disk memory and the at least one other module. 

16. A device according to claim 15, Wherein said indica 
tion of a supported data rate is given by an indication of a 
type of said interface Which is currently employed to enable 
data How betWeen said rotating disk memory and the at least 
one other module. 

17. Device according to claim 15, Wherein said controller 
con?gured to set the rotation speed of said disk drive 
comprises a servo driver for controlling the rotation speed of 
said disk drive, and Wherein said controller further com 
prises softWare for associating a respective indication of a 
supported data rate to a respective rotation speed of said disk 
drive, Which associated rotation speed is employed by said 
servo driver for controlling said disk drive. 

18. Device according to claim 15, Wherein said controller 
con?gured to set the rotation speed of said disk drive 
comprises a servo driver controlling the rotation speed of 
said disk drive, Wherein said servo driver comprises a 
hard-coded rotation pro?le for translating received indica 
tions of a supported data rate to a respective rotation speed 
of said disk drive, and Wherein a rotation speed determined 
based on said hard-coded rotation pro?le is for employment 
by said servo driver for controlling said disk drive. 

19. Device according to claim 15, Wherein said controller 
con?gured to set the rotation speed of said disk drive set said 
rotation speed based in addition on a class of an application 
for Which said data How is required, each possible applica 
tion being associated to one of at least tWo different classes. 

20. Device according to claim 15, Wherein said at least 
tWo interfaces comprise an interface enabling a connection 
of one other module at a time, or an interface enabling a 
connection of a plurality of other modules at a time. 

* * * * * 


